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5• Suite of tools, platforms and technology
• Uncertainty in report locations and ownership
• Duplicate, often redundant requests to multiple 
teams/individuals
• Need for faster turnaround times 
• Accessibility
• Scope for training end users to effectively utilize system 
reports 
• Disconnect between user requirements and what they ask 
for due to lack of analytic knowledge
• One size fits all approach does not meet all needs
• Report drill downs not always contextual
• Maximize regional and system level 
analytics
• Specific needs of different ministries
• Over specification renders broader usability
• Much time spent by developers, analysts 
and end users in modifying reports
• Lack of bandwidth and/or resources
• Non-uniform report nomenclature
• Variable report design
• Report/platform outage/downtime





The process of creating, sharing, using 
and managing the knowledge and information in Healthcare
What is the Goal
Knowledge Management goal is to enable caregivers to have 
ready access to organization’s documented base of facts, 
sources of information and solutions
7Data Literacy through Knowledge Management
 Data Literacy is essential to achieve strategic 
goals of an ever complex healthcare 
environment.
 Buy in of leadership and caregivers 
ensures high quality and constant analytics 
 Knowledge Management practices, artifacts  
and tools facilitate and ensure an 
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Desired Outcome: to enable knowledge workers to collect, understand, interpret, and use data in a coherent, critical 









Data Quality / 














Knowledge Workers learn through Data literacy  program
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Data literacy @ Providence St Joseph Health
Increasing awareness within PSJH organization of available data, 























Data Literacy Program Supports 
Analytics Strategy 
Department
 Department Value to Organization: Increased Adoption of Solutions improving ROI of Analytics Value 
Proposition
 Knowledge Base: Expands Documentation for future use
 Saves time: reduces time caregivers spend answering FAQ. Team can share Knowledge base with help 
desk, and knowledge workers when asked. 
 Trust in Data: Increases trust in data, Documentation reduces conflict when complicated questions arise
Individual - Each Analyst required to complete 4 per year - part of Performance Review (SMART Goals)
 Exposure: Creates engagement with community and builds stakeholder Relationships
 Growing Skill Set: Staff expand their skill sets by working on a variety of projects, become SME’s for new 
subjects. Program makes learning and sharing part of their  day to day Job requirement
 Leadership: Improves caregivers Speaking, Data Literary, and story telling ability
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Knowledge Base and Career Growth
Specific Measurable Achievable Relevant Time-based Goals
Why it matters –
 Staff engagement - Creates buy-in, reduces fear and produces a way for staff to know 
what to expect at performance time
 Accountability – Creates clear expectations on deliverables
 Priorities - Creates clear priorities for team, they are rewarded for completion of projects
 Strategic Plan - Aligning goals of staff with strategic plan the organization  ensures that 
everyone is supporting the strategic plan of our organization
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Analytics 30 
Various subjects (200 + to date)
•Sepsis Reports
•Diabetes Data & Reporting 
•Behavioral Health Reports, Dashboards and Scorecards 
Lens of the Consumer (Domain Solution Lists)
•Finance - Payment and Charge Reconciliation
•Surgery – Operating Room Analytics
•Supply Chain – Medical Device Evaluation 
Data Domains & Data use
•SSI-Surgical Site Infection Reports
•Predicting and Preventing Patient No Shows
•Financial Metrics Dashboard by Service Line & Payer Types
Complicated Report Review  (Bundle compliance)
•Epic to Clarity Overview
•Data lake
•Global Codes Dx Px Dictionaries












Sample outgoing training invite and Components
Subject: *Training* Analytic 30: Pathways to Ambulatory Data 
Pathways to Ambulatory Data
 Description: This session is to provide an explanation of the ambulatory data available 
in the enterprise data warehouse. We will review content and existing business views.
 Intended Audience: Data analysts, Business Analysts, Knowledge Workers, 
Professional Services
 Presenter: Britt Pugh
 Facilitator: Keshav Sharma
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Analytics 30 usage and statistics
 All sessions are recorded (WebEx)
 Slide-deck, recordings and other training 
material stored on Cloud (BOX)
 Track and document audience traffic
20
Current Training types
Total Trainings to dt.  187
Presenters > 20 
Audience Last Year:  1000 
On average 30 - 60
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New topics and program expansion
 Quarterly brainstorming sessions to identify presentation 
topics / material (Ensure new and Relevant content)
 Next Steps: 
 Include analysts of PSJHS collaborative (Merger) 
 Identify new topics and subject matter based on 
presenter skill set / expertise (Newly Expanded team)
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Program Coordination:  Host account (web ex)
HIDataLiteracy@stjoe.org
 Dedicated email and web ex accounts to
 Create and host training sessions
 Follow-up with audience with session material
 Address incoming session related requests / questions
 Conduct quarterly internal brainstorming for new topics / 
presentations
 Track and remind presenters for preparedness
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Data / Domain: Analytics 30 Example
Behavioral Health Reports, Dashboards and Scorecards
By Diagnosis • Outpatient Service Line: Psychiatry
• Care Family: Mood Disorders / Addiction / Chemical Dependency 
• CC: Depression, Alzheimer’s Disease, Dementia
• HCC: Substance Abuse
By DRG • Service Line: Psychiatry
By Provider • Specialty: Psychiatry
• Physician Documentation: Query Name contains ‘Psych’
By Location • Description contains ‘Behavioral’ / ‘Psych’
By Orders • Ordered Procedure contains ‘Psych’
By Charge Category • Description contains ‘Psych’




Data / Domain: Analytics 30 Example
Behavioral Health Reports, Dashboards and Scorecards
By Care Family: Amalga Views 
• Outpatient Service Line Filter – Psychiatry 




Data / Domain: Analytics 30 Example
Behavioral Health Reports, Dashboards and Scorecards
Diagnosis Code Groupings: 
• Care Family and Outpatient Service Line 
o Populated on all Hospital patients regardless of patient type, in ‘Visit’ views 
• Chronic Conditions (CC) and Hierarchical Conditional Category (HCC) 




Data / Domain: Analytics 30 Example
Behavioral Health Reports, Dashboards and Scorecards




Data / Domain: Analytics 30 Example
Behavioral Health Reports, Dashboards and Scorecards




Data / Domain: Analytics 30 Example
Operating Room Dashboard
Challenge
• Results of several research studies indicate that ORs account for about 35 percent of total hospital costs and 60 
percent of revenues with utilization at roughly 70 percent.
• OR Director and Data Analysts are spending several hours each week/month pulling data and updating reports for 
OR Stats to send to Administration.
• Operating and financial metrics summaries not available in the same visualization for quick review.
Solution
• Develop a OR dashboard to provide comparative analysis of cases, surgical minutes, patient volume, & financial 
data with emphasis on service lines and payor dimensions.
Results
• Save time on weekly/monthly compilation of data.
• Provide easy access to more timely/real time data
• Help with operational decisions and improvements




Analytics 30 Example: View 1 - Summary View Drill Down
- For E.g. Clicking on the “General” Service Line will update table below to Volume by table metric type “Payor”




Analytics 30 Example: View 2 - 2-D Matrix Report
- View is designed to display case volume or OR minutes for any user selected dimension.







Analytics 30 Example: View 3 - Room Utilization Minutes
- 7 Day weekly display of operating room minutes by Room Mnemonic
- Bar length indicates number of minutes used by the Room. 
- User has the ability to go back to historical weekly data 
Hovering on the 








Executive Summary Year-over-Year Case Volume View
1) Case Volume and % of Total 
Yearly Case Volume.
2) Change in case volume % for 
current and prior year. 
Top 3 Service 
lines by Case 
Volume
Service line’s with 





Analytics 30 Example: View 4 - Surgeon/Procedure Tree Map
- Tree Map provides at a glance, the Volume and Average Contribution Margin by Surgeon.
- Size of the rectangles in the tree map is indicative of the Surgeon Volume
- Color is indicative of the Average Contribution Margin(Avg CM). 
Click on Tree Map 
rectangles to see 
underlying  Volume 
and Financial 





Analytics 30 Example: View 5 - Surgeon Key Metrics Dashboard
Self-Service Filters
Clicking on Surgeon 
Name will display 
relevant Key Surgeon 











































How Data is used?
Mandated by CDPH to monitor specific surgeries with specific diagnoses. Specifications and 
recommendations provided by CDPH
1. Infection Prevention (IP) run SSI 
reports on a monthly basis, then 
review each patient to see if they meet 
criteria for CDPH. If they do, then 
information is submitted to NHSN data 
base (CMS & CDPH use this data. 
CDC owns the NHSN data 
2. If infection rate is high, ministry will 
implement an Action Plan* –E.g., 








Providence Health & Service -Inpatient Quality (IPQ) Dashboard





















Epic to Clarity - Instances 
 3 Epic Instances
 Alaska – AK
 Oregon / California – OC
 Washington / Montana – WM




Database: EDW Introductory training
Web-based, short 30 minute overview designed to help you determine which EDW 




Database : Clinical/ Financial Analytics DBs
 Analytics Database created for Self Service Reporting
 Analytics Database is split into 2 areas:
 Clinical – Contains Clinical data
 Financial – Contains Financial data
 Analytics Database has 3 Tables for each set of data:
 Outbound: Contains Transformed data 
 Error: Contains records that errored out and did not make it to Outbound table





Database : Clinical Analytics
Table Definition
DiagEnc_ALL_ADM_Outbound Has Diagnosis data for all Encounters by Admit Date
CPTEnc_All_Adm_Outbound Has CPT Data for Encounters by Admit Date
CPT_MDR_CPTDATE_Outbound Has CPT data for Visits by CPT Date
Validation ABS AdmVisitOrders_Outbound Visit order data
ProcEncounter_ALL_ADM_Outbound Has Procedures data for all Encounters 
MCPathBBPt_All_ADM_Outbound Has Pathology and Blood Bank data for admitted patients
ENCOUNTERS_PHYS_MDR_ADM_Outbound Physician data for all Encounters by Admit Date
Encounter_All_ADM_Outbound Encounter data by Admit Date
QryIntVisitPT_All_Activity_Outbound Contains Query level data for Inpatient Visits
MedAdminMAR_All_Adm_Outbound Data for Medications Administered by Admit Date
AdmVisits_Outbound Data for Admitted patients 
EDM_EdMetricsStandard_Tbl Data for ED Metrics and Events Dashboard 
ADMVisit_ALL_Insurance_Guarantor_Outbound Has Insurance data for Admitted patient visits
LabEnc_LabOrders_Dis_Outbound Has Lab and Orders data combined for all Encounters by Discharged Date




Database : Financial Analytics
Table Definition
BarBchTxnItems_Payment_Outbound Transactional data for Payments from BAR
BarBchTxnItems_Charge_Outbound Transactional data for Charges from BAR
BarBchTxnItems_Adjust_Outbound Transactional data for Adjustments from BAR
SJHS_CHGCOST_ENCOUNTER_ADM_HHF_Outbound_
Archive Charges and Cost data foe Heritage Encounters
EMPI EMPI (Enterprise Master Patient Index) from IDX
Dictionary_ChargeMaster_PMM_Crosswalk_Outbound
Crosswalk between Charge Master and PMM data (Items and Charge 
Codes)
BarUniqueClaimReferenceData_Outbound Claims  and Insurance data from BAR 
SJHS_ChgCostSumVisitPt_All_Adm_HHF_Outbound Charges and Cost realted to Visits for Heritage
SJHS_CHGCOST_ENCOUNTER_ADM_HHF_Outbound_
20170417 Charges and Cost realted to Encounter for Heritage




Reporting Tools : Amalga Hospital training
Web-based, interactive and in-depth, two part course designed to help you create customized 
views, to quickly and easily access the patient data you need. Amalga Hospital gives you timely 
inpatient and outpatient data in one place, enabling you to make more informed decisions you will 




Reporting Tools : Cognos training
Web-based, short 30 minute overview designed to go over IBM Cognos platform, reports and 
underlying features for user/team’s reporting needs.
• Faster report generation
• Organization and grouping by departments (global)
• User acceptance testing environment access
• Test new reports in development and provide 
feedback and validates update/fixes to existing 





Reporting Tools : Web Intelligence (WebI)
Virtual as well as on-site trainings ranging from 4hrs to whole-day designed to go over SAP Web 
Intelligence reporting tool to build, view and share reports
• Drag and drop reporting and analytics tool
• Create and develop Ad Hoc reports
with Healthcare Intelligence (HI) data





Visualization Tools: Tableau - SJH Implementation
• Overview SJH Tableau Serve environment
• How to request Tableau License
• Tableau Site/Project Access Provisioning
• Standardized Dashboard at SJH
• Creating Dashboard from Excel file
• Defining Metadata for Dashboards
• Publishing Tableau Data Sources to SJH 
Server
• Publishing Tableau Dashboard to SJH 
Server
• Tableau Data sources at SJH
• Training resources
http://tabapp001-vp/#/projects
Web-based, hour-long session for SJH Tableau 
desktop license holders and publishers covering 








is the practical problem of
transferring knowledge from
one part of the organization to another.
Like knowledge management,
knowledge transfer
seeks to organize, create, capture or distribute knowledge and 
ensure its availability for future users.
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